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Employees Activity Organization 
Representatives Meeting 

November 3, 2021  Conference Room 4 

 
EAO Representatives in attendance: 

Seth McPherson 
Kevin Miller 
Helen Erickson 
Jake Abbott 
Joni Dutson 
Carl Watson 
Casey Draper 
Dylan Finlinson 
James Dean 
Kolyer Anderson 
Trevor Johnson 
Tyler Finlinson 

 
Convened at:  10 a.m. 
 
Minute Approval: 
Tyler Finlinson made a motion to approve the minutes for September 22, 2021; Carl Watson 
seconded the motion. The minutes were approved as distributed. 
 
Christmas Party 
Magleby’s will cater. The Fairgrounds building has been reserved for December 10. Carl Watson 
will get tickets prepared along with a flier to be posted; he will also prepare retiree information 
letters. 
 
Helen Erickson will get a list of employees on shift the night of the party so they can be entered 
in the drawing and gift cards can be purchased.  
 
The soccer team will do the set up and take down, and the orchestra is scheduled to play. 
 
Budget 
Jake Abbott reported that the bank account register has been balanced and all questions on the 
unidentified checks have been answered. He also suggested an audit on all EAO items, probably 
in January 2022. 
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Coal 
The mine is currently moving a long wall. They will inform us as soon as coal is available.  
 
The sale of coal will need to be more tightly controlled this year because several employees took 
advantage of the sale last year by not scheduling their pickup and loading up before the sales 
were to take place. Coal will be available for pickup on Saturdays only, and purchased with by 
PDF. 
 
Retirees and non-employees will need to go through an employee to purchase the coal. They will 
pay the employee who will turn in a PDF. 
 
Vendors 
Phil Diaz is not selling snacks any more so another vendor will need to be found. Several options 
were discussed including someone purchasing Phil's machines or contacting outside vendors 
such as Coke, Pepsi, or Aramark. Joni Dutson will contact the schools and hospital to see who 
they contract with. 
 
EAO Merchandise  
The decision was made to remove all of the stock numbers on the EAO merchandise because 
none of the EAO Merchandise is located in the Warehouse and the numbers are not necessary. 
This will help make processing by the Clerical Pool easier. 
 
Helen Erickson will get with the Clerical Pool to have the 10 percent discount entered back into 
the system for all EAO members. The 10 percent discount will not include Lagoon, movie or golf 
course tickets. 
 
Light Parade 
This year's light parades for Delta and Nephi are scheduled on the same night: November 27. 
Therefore the company will need to use two vehicles, Kolyer Anderson will get these vehicles 
ready and find drivers. 
 
Food Drive/Sub-for-Santa 
Joni Dutson and Casey Draper will spearhead both of these programs. They will get with Karla 
Dutson who was in charge the past couple of years.  
 
Miscellaneous 
Joni Dutson received a Travelers Insurance packet and was wondering what to do with it. Jake 
Abbott said he would look into it. 
 
Jake Abbott made a motion to close the meeting. James Dean second the motion. 
The motion carried. 
 
The next meeting is scheduled for December 15, 2021. 

 

 


